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Abstract 
This work introduces a new approach in the field of visual cryptography by extending the Knight’s Tour Problem. Designed 
methodology enhances image encryption but without the need of cover images. It accepts numerical values as key and there is no 
constraint on the length of key. Another important aspect of the designed methodology is that only a single image has to be 
transmitted and the actual image can be retrieved hence this approach eliminates the need of transmitting multiple shares. 
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1. Introduction 
Visual cryptography was first brought up by Naor and Shamir for the sharing of binary secret images [1]. Their 
method encodes a binary secret image into two shares that look like random noise like images. This Naor and 
Shamir scheme simply required the human visual system to decrypt the encoded visual data. There are two secret 
shares that are assigned to the two partners. A single secret share is not capable of reconstructing the secret image 
out of one’s share, but when two shares are stacked over each other, the actual secret image can be revealed. 
Zhongmin Wang et al. [2] magnifies the area of visual cryptography by the use of digital half-toning techniques. 
According to them, in the field of visual secret sharing schemes, a secret image encoded into halftone shares by 
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taking only the meaningful visual data or information. The image Visual Secret Sharing schemes (VSS) [3, 4] are 
examples of (2, 2) visual schemes which are not suitable for encrypting the secret into n (n > 2) shares in the 
scenario in which more than two participants are involved. Random Grid based scheme to develop an (n, n) and (2, 
n) visual schemes by can encrypt a secret image into n possible number of cipher grids. In order to decrypt the secret 
in an (n, n) visual scheme, participants need to collect all n cipher grids and superimpose them to decrypt the 
masked data. If there are (n−1) or less number of shares being superimposed, the secret cannot be revealed, i.e., the 
superimposed image will be purely meaningless. In the need to fulfil the requirement of the scenario, sharing a 
secret among more than two participants but disclosing the secret by at least two participants, the other novel (2, n) 
visual scheme is proposed. 
2. Knight’s Tour Problem 
Knight’s Tour Problem (KTP) is one of the oldest problems in chess and computer algorithms. The puzzle is all 
about moving the Knight throughout the chessboard of dimension (8 x 8) in 63 moves covering each square only 
single time. If starting from a square, the knight approaches the same place as beginning after traversing through 
entire chessboard, the tour is called closed otherwise open knight’s tour. 
 











Fig. 1. (a) Open Knight’s Tour on chessboard; (b) Euler’s Solution to Open Knight’s Tour 
       The above Fig. 1. (a) shows the valid moves for the solution of Knight’s Tour Problem in a typical chessboard. 
Each square is marked with the positioning order of knight on chessboard. Starting from place indicated as 1 to 
moving the square marked with value 64. This problem is solved with 63 moves. Here one square is visited only one 
time. 
2.1. Euler’s Solution to Knight’s Tour Problem 
According to Leonhard Euler [5], Knight’s Tour Problem on a chessboard of dimension 8x8 pixels can be solved 
if the following conditions are fulfilled: 
x The values present in squares, on both the sides of the line joining the centers between them, should have the 
difference of 32. 
x Half of the total values present should lie on one side of the chessboard and rest on the other side 
  
 Thus, Fig. 1. (b) shown above verifies the Euler’s conditions for Knight’s Tour. It can be seen that the lines 
joining the square has a difference value of 32 for the exactly opposite squares. 
3. Proposed Approach 
Beginning with the block diagram of the proposed approach to have a clear understanding of the working 
principle. This is shown as follows: 















Fig. 2. Block diagram of proposed approach 
3.1. Explaining the block diagram 
i. Input Image: Input Image is the actual digital image data that needs to be encrypted. This image can be 
grayscale or RGB 24-bit colored.  
ii. Knight’s Tour Scrambler: This block provides the first layer of Image encryption in each iteration of the key 
values used, which can be seen later in this approach. Knight’s Tour Scrambler is used to initially scramble or 
randomize the image data. This step make the use of Euler’s solution for chessboard by first dividing the image into 
block of 8x8 pixels and then shuffling the pixels values.  








Fig. 3. ‘Lena’ before (left) and after (right) the application of Knight’s Tour Scrambler 
iii. Key Generator: In the proposed approach, two keys are required. It is worth mentioning that the key length is 
not fixed and can be as long as possible and keys can have only positive integer values. However, both the keys 
should have same length. As both the keys are used together for the algorithm, which is explained in the next 
section. Also a common key is used, which is nothing but the Modulo-2 addition of Key 1 and Key 2. A Typical 





iv. Encryption Algorithm: This is the main part of the proposed approach. Encryption process is performed in 
three parts namely Image Padding, Checkerboard Generation and Common-Key XOR-ing (Optional). 
a. Image Padding: This part is necessary if the dimensions of image are not an integral multiple 
of key values. So to make the dimensions of image an integral multiple of key values, the image is padded 
with zeros or black color. The number of zeros to be padded along any required axis can be found by 
[KeyValue – Mod(DimLen, KeyValue)] where DimLen is the length of the dimension of vertical and 
horizontal axis of the image and KeyValue is the value of key1 or key2, Mod(DimLen, KeyValue) gives the 
remainder of the division among DimLen and KeyValue. 
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b. Checkerboard Generation: Checkerboard with boxes exactly the size obtained after division 
of Image Dimension with key value are made. Key1 is applied along vertical axis and Key2 along horizontal. 
Thus a matrix of boxes is formed, as shown below, where KeyValue1 and KeyValue2 are elements of Key1 
and Key2 respectively.  
 











Fig. 4. (a) Checkerboard generation; (b) ‘Lena’ after application of flipped checkerboard 
 
The above Fig. 4. (a) shows that if the KeyValue = 8 in both Key1 and Key2, then the image is divided into 8 
boxes along vertical and 8 boxes on horizontal axis. In this shown example each box is of dimensions 75 x 75 (as 
600/8 = 75), where the image’s actual size being 600 x 600 pixels. Here one can see that Knight’s Tour scrambler is 
skipped to understand the clarity of approach. Similarly, Fig. 4. (b) shows the flipped portions of checkerboard as 
appeared after application of checkerboard on ‘Lena’ image. 
Now this above figure clearly shows how the division of image is being done according to the KeyValue and is 
flipped. Once a KeyValue is applied, the next KeyValue is used and this process continues till the whole Key1 and 


















Fig. 5. Various obtained images after application of Key1 = [10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 100, 150] and Key2 = [12, 25, 24, 25, 30, 75, 120, 200] 
with KeyValues applied correspondingly and one after the other. 
c. Common-Key XORing: This is an Optional step. First the common key is generated as defined 
earlier by Modulo-2 addition or Bit-wise XORing the Key1 and Key2 values correspondingly. Once the 
common key is obtained, it is simply XORed or Modulo-2 Added to the actual pixel values of the image. 
Checkerboard Generation and it is XORed Bit-wise with the common key so as disguise the actual as much 
as possible. This step is repeated each time the Checkerboard is generated and with the same KeyValues are 
used for common key.   
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d. Irregular Key Case: For the case if the applied keys i.e., Key1 and Key2 does not divide 
exactly the dimensions of the image to be encrypted, in that case, as mentioned earlier, zero padding will be 
done according to the KeyValues. For Key1 the padding will be done along vertical direction while for the 
case of Key2 along horizontal direction. However, is important to mention here that the dimensional size of 













Fig. 6. (a) Original ‘Peppers’ image; (b) ‘Peppers’ encrypted image (size to scale) 
4. Results and Discussions 
By working on the proposed approach, the following results have been concluded. Starting with the Irregular key 


















Fig. 7. Application of proposed encryption approach on ‘Pears’ Image 
Fig. 7. (a) shows the actual image to be encrypted. Fig. 7. (b) shows the resultant image obtained after the 
Knight’s Tour Scrambler. Fig. 7. (c) shows the encrypted image as the result of proposed approach. Fig. 7. (d) 
represents the original decrypted image which is same as Fig. 7. (a). Fig. 7. (e), (f) and (g) shows the histogram of 
original image, Knight’s Tour Scrambler and encrypted image respectively. Fig. 7. (h) shows that decrypted image 
is same as original image as there exists no difference in them. So the proposed approach is a Lossless encryption 
technique. 
 
For the colored image to be used, the process is same as for grayscale images only difference is that RGB colored 
image is treated by working on its individual planes one-by-one. 





















Fig. 8. Proposed Approach on Colored image ‘Barbara’ 
 
Fig. 8. (a) shows the original image, Fig. 8. (b) shows the Knight’s tour scrambler applied on Fig. 8. (a), Fig. 8. (c) 
depicts the encrypted image resulting by the application of proposed technique, Fig. 8. (d) shows the RGB coloured 
Histogram of both the original and decrypted image and Fig. 8. (e) shows the obtained image after decryption, 
which is same as the original image. 
5. Conclusion and Remarks 
The concept of this proposed approach is clear that whenever the user does not want to use cover images for data 
hiding or for image encryption, at those times this approach comes in handy. Key generation is far more easily 
utilized in here. For real-time scenario like in wireless image transfers, or online activities, which take into account 
the transfer of images or any visual data. 
Another important aspect of this Encryption Algorithm is that the same encoder can be used as decoder without 
any change in the programming. So the need of separately designing the decoder/decryption unit is absent. Thus 
same encoder/encryption unit can work as decryption unit thereby reducing the overall system complexity. 
The most important aspect is that a single image is sent over the medium and all the essential information that 
needs to be sent can be extracted from the same without transmitting the multiple shares, hence this approach 
eliminates the need of multiple shares, which can save necessary bandwidth or resources for other uses. 
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